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–
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–
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• NASA & International cooperation
– The National Aeronautics and Space Act created NASA in 1958 and states that
every effort will be made to cooperate with the international community. This
policy continues to be part of national space policy to this day.
– NASA’s technologies bring multiple societal benefits to it and its partners
• Visit this game to see how space traces back to you:
http://www.nasa.gov/externalflash/nasacity/index2.htm
– NASA has had over 3,000 agreements with over 100 nations, OF Which 500
remain active
– Eight of NASA’s partners account for 50% of the agreements
• France, Germany, ESA, Japan, United Kingdom, Italy, Canada and Russia
– Two-thirds of the cooperative efforts are with science missions
– Half of the partners are European
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Total International Agreements = 464
Total Countries: 125
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Michael Lopez-Alegria
Michael was born in Spain but moved
to the United States at a young age.
During the seven months aboard the
International Space Station in 2007,
his crew operated, maintained, built
and utilized the station and its science
facilities.

Pedro Duque
Pedro was assigned to the first
International Space Station advanced
training class in 2001. He underwent
preparation that qualified him for one
of the first European long-term flights
on board ISS.
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• NASA International Partnership
– ASI/ESA/JAXA/CSA since 1980s
– Roskosmos since 1993

• Builds on long history of
international cooperation
– Shuttle
– Science missions

• Largest spacecraft ever built
– 420,500 kg at completion
– Over 40 assembly flights

• International crew
• International launch fleet
• International servicing vehicles
– Commercial in development

• Globally distributed operations
Shuttle

Proton

Soyuz

Ariane

H-IIB
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Earth Science
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Planetary Science

Astrophysics

Heliophysics

International Cooperation
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NASA Mars Reconnaissance
Orbiter (MRO)

ESA Mars Express

Launched in August 2005,
MRO began seeking the history
of water on Mars with its
science instruments. MRO also
serves as a relay between the
rovers on Mars and the NASA
antennas on Earth.

Launched in June 2003, the
Mars Express images the entire
Martian surface, produces a
map of the mineral
composition, and determines
the composition of the
atmosphere.

Both vehicles serve
as internationally
interoperable data
relays.
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• Launched in October 1997,
Cassini was launched with ESA’s
Huygens probe. The probe was
equipped with instruments to
study Titan, Saturn’s largest
moon. Cassini completed its
initial mission and is now onto
its second extended mission to
study Saturn’s summer solstice.
• Seventeen countries have been
involved with the design,
fabrication and preparation of
Cassini.
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• Launched in December 1995, SOHO is a collaboration
between ESA and NASA to study the internal structure of the
Sun, its extensive outer atmosphere, the origin of the solar
wind, and the stream of highly ionized gas that blows
continuously outward through the solar system.
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• Launched in November 2004, Swift
studies gamma-ray burst science in
gamma-ray, X-ray, optical and ultraviolet
wavebands.
• Prime Institution
– Goddard Space Flight Center

• Lead University Partner
– Penn State University

• International Hardware Partners
–
–
–
–

University of Leicester
Mullard Space Science Laboratory
Osservatorio Astronomico di Brera
ASI Science Data Center
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• Satellite laser ranging uses lasers to measure
ranges from ground stations to satellite borne
retro-reflectors to the millimeter level.
• The primary mission of the ILRS is to support,
through satellite and lunar laser tracking data
and related products, geodetic and geophysical
research activities.
• Laser Ranging to GNSS will assist in developing
Improved models and reference frames
necessary to support
–Earthquake prediction
–Global sea surface height and ice sheet
thickness

• Laser ranging ground stations are distributed
all over the world, including the US and
Mediterranean countries.
San Fernando, Spain
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International Cooperation
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• MSL is scheduled to launch November
25, 2011. Curiosity, MSL’s rover, will join
the other two rovers (Spirit and
Opportunity) on Mars. Curiosity will
determine whether Mars ever was, or is
still is able to support microbial life.
• Spain’s Ministry of Science and
Innovation, National Aerospace
Technical Institute (INTA) and the Center
for Industrial Technology Development
(CDTI) provided the Remote
Environmental Monitoring Station,
which will monitor daily and seasonal
changes using the sensors on the mast.
• The Deep Space Network will provide
communications support to MSL.
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• MAVEN is set to launch around November
2013. MAVEN will explore Mars’ upper
atmosphere, ionosphere and interaction with
the sun and solar wind. The data will be used
to determine the loss of CO2, NO2, and H2O in
the atmosphere.
• The Institut de Recherche en Astrophysique et
Planétologie (IRAP) in Toulouse, France will
provide a sensor for the Solar Wind Electron
Analyzer.
• The Deep Space Network will provide
communications support to MAVEN.
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International Cooperation
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• Project areas include

– Scientific research
– Earth science applications
– Education initiatives

• Examples of ongoing cooperation
–
–
–
–
–
–
–

Aerosol Robotic Network (AERONET)
Global Learning and Observations to Benefit the Environment
SERVIR (Central America, East Africa, Himalaya region)
Space Geodetic Network
International Space Weather Initiative
Digital Learning Network
NASA Lunar Science Institute
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International Cooperation
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• Space Communication and Navigation (SCaN) manages NASA’s space
communications from the Earth to the satellites and back.
• SCaN’s customers are diverse and located all over the world
– NASA and other US government entities
– Private industry
– ESA, JAXA, Roscosmos, other space agencies

• There are three networks of antennas that SCaN manages
– Deep Space Network – based at the Jet Propulsion Laboratory in California
– Near Earth Network – based at the Goddard Space Flight Center in Maryland
– Space Network – based at the Goddard Space Flight Center in Maryland

• Each of these networks has partners across the globe
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Manned Missions

DSN
NEN/NASA
NEN/Commercial

Sub-Orbital Missions

Alaska
Satellite
Facility
Fairbanks,
Alaska

Partner Station:
Gilmore Creek, Alaska

Space Science Missions

Earth Science Missions

USN Alaska Madrid Complex
Poker Flat &
Madrid, Spain
North Pole, Alaska

Lunar Missions

Kongsberg Satellite
Services (KSAT)
Svalbard, Norway

Solar System Exploration

Swedish Space Corp. (SSC)
Kiruna, Sweden

NEN/Partner
SN

German
Space
Agency
(DLR)
Weilheim,
Germany

Guam Remote Ground Terminal
Guam, Marianna Islands

Goldstone Complex
Fort Irwin, California

F6

F5

F7
(Stored)

F9
(Stored)

F4

F10

F3

F8

USN Australia
Dongara, Australia

USN Hawaii
South Point, Hawaii

White Sands
Complex
White Sands, New
Mexico
White Sands Ground Terminal,
White Sands, New Mexico

Merritt Island
Launch Annex
Merritt Island, Florida

Wallops Ground
Station
University of Chile
Wallops, Virginia
Santiago, Chile

McMurdo Ground Station
McMurdo Base, Antarctica

Canberra Complex
Canberra, Australia

24
Satellite
Applications Center
Hartebeesthoek, Africa
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• SCaN will be presenting
the Visitor Center at the
Madrid Deep Space
Communications
Complex a permanent
loan of a Moon Rock
from the Apollo 15
mission on 27. October.
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•

With a partnership between NASA and the Instituto Nacional de Tѐcnica Aeroespacial
(INTA), the PARTNeR program allows high school students, university students and amateur
astronomical associations from Spain, to explore the universe using a reconfigured 34 meter
antenna and share that data through the Internet. Two programs that the students can
participate are monitoring X-ray binaries and measuring Jupiter’s magnetosphere radio
emission variability. This antenna, also known as DSS-61, played key roles in tracking the
Mariner missions, Voyagers 1 and 2, Galileo, and other deep space missions before its
reconfiguration in 2001.

•

For more information, visit: http://partner.cab.inta-csic.es/
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• SCaN represents NASA at many different international forums. These
forums help find interoperability opportunities among countries,
saving money and time for future planning.
–
–
–
–
–
–
–

Inter-Operability Plenary (IOP)
Interagency Operations Advisory Group (IOAG)
Consultative Committee for Space Data Systems (CCSDS)
World Radio-communication Conference (WRC)
International Telecommunication Union (ITU)
International Committee on Global Navigation Satellite Systems (ICG)
Space-Based Positioning, Navigation and Timing (SPNT)
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• International cooperation has and will remain
very important to NASA
• Well structured international cooperation can
contribute significantly to national goals of each
participant
• Spain has been and will be a valuable partner to
NASA
• NASA is always looking for new partnership
opportunities
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International Cooperation
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• AERONET is an optical, ground-based, aerosol-monitoring network and data
archive, providing vital information about aerosols in the atmosphere.
• NASA has active sensors at over 350 sites in 86 countries and territories.

• AERONET provides a long-term, continuous and readily accessible database
of various aerosol properties for research and characterization,
validation/calibration of satellite retrievals
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• NASA collaborates with national agencies, institutes, universities, and
individual scientists to provide global societal benefits
― With ISRO to measure monsoons and thunderstorms over India
― With a Thai University (Chulalongkorn) and Vietnam to measure aerosol distribution and
the impacts from weather in southeast Asia.
― With the UAE to measure aerosols in the Middle East, one of the largest concentrations of
atmospheric aerosols in the world.

• The AERONET office welcomes new partnerships and is eager to expand the
network
• More information at: http://aeronet.gsfc.nasa.gov/
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• NASA partners with National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration
(NOAA) and National Science Foundation (NSF) on GLOBE, an internetbased education program for students, teachers and scientists who work
together to understand the environment
• Students take measurements that can then be shared with others
around the world, using the internet to record the data
• Through classroom activities, fieldwork and international collaboration,
students develop a better understanding of the Earth’s environment on
a local, regional, and global basis
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• The network of schools involved in GLOBE continues to
grow, providing unique learning opportunities and
contributing useful science
– GLOBE schools are in over 111 countries
– Over 1.5 million students have participated in GLOBE
– Over 54,000 teachers have been trained to work with GLOBE
– Over 23,000 schools are GLOBE members
– Over 21 million measurements have been taken as part of the
GLOBE program

• More information about GLOBE is at: http://globe.gov
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• NASA partnered with the US Agency for International Development (USAID),
the World Bank and the Central American Commission for Environment and
Development (CCAD) in 2004 as a joint venture.
• SERVIR integrates satellite observations, ground-based data and forecast
models to monitor environmental changes and to improve response to
natural disasters (floods earthquakes, landslides and earthquakes)
• Three facilities currently exist, with plans to expand to other regions:
– SERVIR Central America (Panama)
– SERVIR Africa (Kenya)
– SERVIR Himalaya (Nepal)
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• The central concept is to get critical information into the hands of
decision makers for societal benefit, while also using SERVIR data
for education and capacity building
• SERVIR provides information to decision makers related to:
–
–
–
–
–
–

Disaster Analysis
Environmental Monitoring
Air Quality Assessment
Climate Change and Biodiversity
Short Term Weather Prediction
Flood forecasting

• SERVIR info is online at:
http://www.nasa.gov/mission_pages/servir/index.html
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• Cooperation with 16 countries on six continents to answer key questions:
– How do tectonics and climate interact to shape the Earth’s surface and create natural
hazards?
– What are the interactions among ice masses, oceans and the solid Earth and their
implications for sea level change?
– What are the dynamics of the Earth’s gravity and magnetic fields?
– Are we using water resources in a sustainable fashion?

• These Space Geodetic Systems techniques allow us to understand the
exact position of ground based systems, precise orbits of spacecraft and
the location of Earth in the cosmic framework as key enablers of research
activities:
–
–
–
–

Satellite Laser Ranging
Very-Long Baseline Interferometers
Global Navigation Satellite System
Other geodetic imaging techniques

For more information:

http://science.nasa.gov/earth-science/focus-areas/surface-and-interior
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• ISWI was established from the activities during the International Heliophysical
Year (IHY) between 2007 – 2009. ISWI was established to advance the space
weather science by instrument deployment, analysis, physical modeling of the
Sun-Earth system, and interpretation of space weather data.
• NASA, United Nations Office for Outer Space Affairs, JAXA, Bulgarian Academy
of Sciences and Kyushu University are sponsors of ISWI.
• ISWI instruments can be found in over 60 countries on six continents.
• For more information visit: http://iswi-secretariat.org/
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